
English extra works  

for 4th graders 

2nd semestre 

(in the times of schooling online)  

DEADLINE: 28th MAY 

 

You may prepare: 

1. PROJECT POSTER in Power Point/Canva regarding any English 

speaking country, eg. Great Britain, the USA, etc. Regular rules 

apply (min. 20 sentences, glossary with min. 10 new words, it should 

include photos and, ofc, sources). YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO 

PRESENT IT IN FRONT OF YOUR CLASSMATES, just submit it. 

2. VOCABULARY POSTER. Same rules as always, choose the topic, 

find min. 20 new words connected with it (eg. BICYCLE AND ITS 

PARTS… I wonder how to say ‘szprychy’ in English? ;)), draw it, 

name the parts and learn them by heart. You may also do it on 

the computer! Submit the photo/screenshot of it. 

3.INTERVIEW. Have you ever wanted to be a famous musician or 

whoever teenagers want to be nowadays? Then this idea is for you. 

Record an interesting dialogue with a classmate (both of you can 

get additional %!) and prepare its tapescript.  

4.POEM. Record a video of yourself performing the poem learnt    

by heart for the poetry competition. Make sure your pronunciation 

is correct. Don’t forget about a costume, props and anything that 

will make it memorable. 



5.LAPBOOK. simply a file folder that contains a variety of "mini 

books," foldables, and other material that cover detailed information 

about the lapbook's central topic. Lapbooks can focus on a specific 

topic, such as Past Simple tense, or serve as a reference tool for 

various skills, like basic Unit vocabulary etc. 

 

   

For more details, watch this explanation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFVJ2OBMICM  

 

 

 

and last but not least… <drumroll> … 

 

 

5. COMIC STRIP. Choose any topic and create your own comic strip. 

You may use www.pixton.com, but! remember, you do not need to 

pay anything, just take screenshots at the end, paste them into 

PAINT and voilà: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFVJ2OBMICM
http://www.pixton.com/


  

  

  

 
 

FINGERS CROSSED!!! 


